Abstract-An event-triggered control technique for consensus of multi-agent systems with general linear dynamics is presented. This paper extends previous work to consider agents that are connected using directed graphs. Additionally, the approach shown here provides asymptotic consensus with guaranteed positive inter-event time intervals. This event-triggered control method is also used in the case where communication delays are present. For the communication delay case we also show that the agents achieve consensus asymptotically and that, for every agent, the time intervals between consecutive transmissions is lower-bounded by a positive constant.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative control of multi-agent systems is an active research area with broad and relevant applications in commercial, academic and military areas [1] . The design of decentralized and scalable control algorithms provides the necessary coordination for a group of agents to outperform a single or a number of systems operating independently. In general, agents use a limited bandwidth communication channel to broadcast information. Thus, continuous communication among agents is not possible to implement. Further, periodic communication schemes require global synchronization of sample periods and broadcasting time instants which are difficult to achieve in a decentralized setting. On the other hand, event-based communication offers a highly decentralized way to determine broadcasting time instants, that is, each agent is able to decide when to transmit measurements based only on locally available information.
In the present paper we address the event-triggered consensus problem where agents are described by general linear dynamics and are connected using directed graphs. In addition, we consider the case where communication among agents is subject to communication delays. Different from periodic (or time-triggered) implementations, in the context of event-triggered control, information or measurements are not transmitted periodically in time but they are triggered by the occurrence of certain events. In event-triggered broadcasting [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , and [6] , a subsystem sends its local state to the network only when it is necessary, that is, only when a measure of the local subsystem state error is above a specified threshold. Event-triggered control strategies have been addressed undirected graphs and only bounded consensus could be obtained.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a short background on graph theory and describes the problem. An event-triggered control strategy that achieves asymptotic consensus of multi-agent systems which are represented by general linear dynamics and connected by means of directed graphs is presented in Section III. Section IV provides similar results for the case of communication delays. An illustrative example is shown in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Notation. Let I n represent an identity matrix of size n. The notations 1 n and 0 n represent column vectors of all ones and all zeros, respectively. R and C denote the set of real numbers and the set of complex numbers, respectively. For any s ∈ C, Re(s) represents the real part of s. The symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. J λ µ represents a Jordan block of size µ corresponding to eigenvalue λ.
A. Graph Theory
For a team of n agents, the communication among them can be described by a directed graph G = {V, E}, where V = {1, . . . , N } denotes the agent set and E ⊆ V ×V denotes the edge set. An edge (i, j) in the set E denotes that agent j can obtain information from agent i, but not necessarily vice versa. For an edge (i, j) ∈ E, agent i is a neighbor of agent j. The set N j is called the set of neighbors of agent j, and N j is its cardinality. A directed path from agent i to agent j is a sequence of edges in a directed graph of the form
, where p ℓ ∈ V, ∀ℓ = 1, · · · , κ. A directed graph is strongly connected if there is a directed path from every agent to every other agent. A directed graph has a directed spanning tree if there exists at least one agent with directed paths to all other agents.
The adjacency matrix A ∈ R n×n of a directed graph G is defined by a ij = 1 if (j, i) ∈ E and a ij = 0 otherwise. The Laplacian matrix L of G is defined as L = D − A, where D represents the degree matrix which is a diagonal matrix with entries d ii = j∈Ni a ij . If a directed graph has a directed spanning tree, then the corresponding Laplacian matrix has only one eigenvalue equal to zero, λ 1 = 0, and the following holds for the remaining eigenvalues: Re {λ i } > 0, for i = 2, ..., N .
B. Problem Statement
We consider the consensus problem with agents described by linear dynamics and with limited communication constraints where information from neighbors is not available continuously but only at some time instants. Event-triggered control implementations typically use a ZOH [6] to compute the control input and the state error in problems where continuous feedback is not available. Model-based approaches have been used more recently and it has been shown that they offer better performance by providing an estimate of the real state of a system between update intervals [31] , [5] .
The model-based approach generalizes the traditional ZOH event-triggered control strategy. In ZOH strategies the agents that receive information from agent i maintain a piece-wise constant model of the state x i (t). The ZOH case is equivalent to implementing models when A = 0 in (3) below. However, the choice of ZOH is not suitable when considering general linear dynamics as it was in the case of single integrators [10] , [11] . Since trajectories can be unstable in general, a ZOH is not able to reduce communication as trajectories grow. In this case sensors need to generate events more frequently since the errors grow very quickly after each update. This situation increases communication and Zeno behavior may not be avoided. In contrast, the models are able to produce better estimates of real states than the ZOH and it is possible to show that Zeno behavior does not occur. Note that, in contrast to [10] , the focus of this work is in reducing the number of transmissions instead of reducing actuation updates as it was discussed in [10] .
Consider a group of N agents with fixed and directed communication graphs and fixed weights. Each agent can be described by the following:
with
where
The variables y i ∈ R n represent a model of the i th agent's state using the decoupled dynamics:
for i = 1, ..., N . Define the local errors e i (t) = y i (t)−x i (t). Every agent in the network implements a model of itself y i (t) and also models of its neighbors y j (t). Local events for agent i are triggered by the occurrence of the event
When agent i triggers an event at time t ki , it will transmit its current state x i (t ki ) to its neighbors and agent i and its neighbors will update their local models y i (t). Since agent i and its neighbors use the same measurements to update the models and the model dynamics (3) represent the decoupled dynamics where all agents use the same state matrix, then the model states y i (t) implemented by agent i and by its neighbors are the same. The model update process is similar for all agents i = 1, ..., N . In the presence of communication delays the previous statement will not hold and we will differentiate between y i (t), the model state of agent i as seen by agent i, or the model with no delays; and y d i (t), the model state of agent i as seen by agents j, such that i ∈ N j , or the delayed model. More details concerning communication delays are presented in Section IV.
The local control input (2) is decentralized since it only depends on local information, that is, on the model states of the local agent and its neighbors. Note that the difference between the agent dynamics (1) and our proposed models (3) is given by the input term in (1) and this input decreases as the agents approach a consensus state. It can also be seen that in the particular case when systems (1) represent single integrator dynamics, then our models degenerate to ZOH models as in [10] , [11] .
III. EVENT-TRIGGERED CONSENSUS WITH DIRECTED

GRAPHS
Let us start by defining the vectors
and e(t) = e 1 (t) T . . . e N (t) T T . Then, the dynamics of the overall system can be written as follows:
whereĀ = I N ⊗ A,B = cL ⊗ BF . Assume that the pair (A, B) is controllable. Then, for α > 0 there exists a (independent of the communication graph) symmetric and positive definite solution P to
Let
By selection of these controller gains we have that the matrix A, defined in the following theorem, is a Hurwitz matrix. Also, there exists a similarity transformation S L such that
Thus, we can obtain the transformed system dynamicṡ
Since λ 1 (L) = 0 we have
where the matrix J 2:N ∈ C (N −1)×(N −1) contains Jordan blocks corresponding to the eigenvalues λ 2 (L), ..., λ N (L).
Theorem 1: Assume that the communication graph has a spanning tree and that the pair (A, B) is controllable. Define F and c as in (7) and (8) . Then agents (1) with decentralized control inputs (2) based on models (3) achieve consensus asymptotically when the local thresholds are defined as in (4), where β > 0 and 0 < λ <λ. The parameterλ is such that eÂ t ≤βe −λt , forβ > 0 whereÂ =Ā 2:N + cJ 2:N ⊗ BF . Furthermore, the agents do not exhibit Zeno behavior and the inter-event times t ki+1 −t ki for every agent i = 1, ..., N are bounded by the positive time τ , that is
and the positive parameter K 3 is defined in (29) below. Proof. Note that because of threshold (4), the error e i is reset to zero at the event instants t ki , that is, e i (t ki ) = 0.
Thus
L . Therefore, we have that the transformed dynamics can be written as followsẋ
x 2:N =Âx 2:N +Be (13) whereB = c∆ ⊗ BF . MatrixÂ is Hurwitz, then, there exist β andλ both greater than zero such that eÂ t ≤βe −λt .
The consensus problem has been transformed into the stabilization problem of system (13) . The response of (13) can be bounded as follows 
where, by abuse of notation, we denotex 0 = x 2:N (0) . Note that lim t→∞
that is, the transformed statesx 2:N (t) are asymptotically stable. In order to show that the same condition guarantees asymptotic consensus we use the similarity transformation S. Note that lim t→∞x (t) = lim t→∞x1 (t) T 0 ... 0 T .
Use the transformation S = S L ⊗ I n to obtain the original state x from the statesx. Note that the first column of S L contains the right eigenvector of L associated with λ 1 = 0. Let S L 2:N denote the remaining columns of S L , then we can write
. . .
and the agents achieve consensus asymptotically. Note that for given controller parameters (7) and (8) the convergence rate of the event-triggered consensus algorithm is proportional to the selection of parameters β and λ as it can be seen in (14) .
In order to establish a positive lower-bound on the interevent times (as a function of the selected convergence rate parameters β and λ) for each agent i = 1, ..., N , we study the dynamics of the errors e i , i = 1, ..., N .
for t ∈ [t ki , t ki+1 ), where
For the term z i the following holds
where L n = L ⊗ I n . Also, we have that
Note that
we can write the following (17), (19) , and (21) we obtain
for t ∈ [t ki , t ki+1 ), with e i (t ki ) = 0. The error response during the time interval t ∈ [t ki , t ki+1 ) can be bounded as follows 
where τ = t − t ki and
Thus, the time τ > 0 that it takes for the last expression in (23) to grow from zero, at time t ki , to reach the threshold βe −λt = βe −λ(t k i +τ ) is less or equal than the time it takes the error e i (t) to grow from zero, at time t ki , to reach the same threshold and generate the following event at time t ki+1 , that is, 0 < τ ≤ t ki+1 − t ki . Thus, we wish to find a lower-bound τ > 0 such that the following holds
which can also be written as
An explicit solution τ > 0 that guarantees (25) can be found as follows. Letλ =λ > λ, then, the following two inequalities hold for any τ ≥ 0: (27) Then, the solution τ > 0 of
guarantees that inequality (25) holds. Such solution is given by (11) where
By the selectionλ > λ, we have that e (λ−λ)t k i ≤ 1 for any t ki ≥ 0, and the term K 3 remains bounded for any t ki ≥ 0, ensuring that τ > 0.
Remark 1: Note that the parameters β and λ do not need to be the same for all agents i = 1, ..., N . In general, each agent can use any β i > 0 and 0 < λ i <λ and the consensus result follows by defining β = max i β i and λ = min i λ i .
Remark 2: It can be seen that if λ >λ then the second term in (14) remains positive and asymptotic consensus is obtained. However, by making this selection, we try to impose a fast convergence of the state error with respect to the closed-loop response and the inter-event time intervals will go to zero, and continuous communication cannot be avoided. This can be clearly seen in the exponential term in (29) that will make K 3 to grow unbounded as time goes to infinity.
IV. EVENT-TRIGGERED CONSENSUS WITH DIRECTED GRAPHS AND COMMUNICATION DELAYS
In this section we consider constant communication delays d. Since the measurement updates will be delayed, the agents that receive information from agent i will have a version of agent i's model state that it is different than agent i's version. Thus, it is necessary to distinguish between the model state as seen by the local agent and as seen by agents j, for i ∈ N j . Define the dynamics and update law of the model state of agent i as seen by agent i aṡ
for t ∈ [t ki , t ki+1 ). The measurement x i (t ki ) is transmitted by agent i at time t ki and will arrive to agents j, such that i ∈ N j , at time t ki + d. Let y 
Since both, y i and y d i , use the same state matrix for their continuous evolution between their corresponding update instants, then we define
In the presence of communication delays every agent i = 1, ..., N will implement an additional model of itself. The first model is similar to the one used in the previous section and is represented by y i (t). The model state y i (t) is used by the local agent to compute the local error and to determine the local event time instants. The second model is represented by y d i (t) which is a delayed model, equivalent to the models that other agents implement of agent i. The second model is updated at time instants t ki + d using the update law in (31) and (32) . The state of this model is used (along with model states y d j , j ∈ N i ) to compute the local control inputs. The agent dynamics are given by (1) and the control inputs are now defined as follows
Define the state errors
Note that e i (t ki ) = 0. The dynamics of the overall system can be written as follows:
where A +λ
agents (1) with decentralized control inputs (33) based on models (3) achieve consensus asymptotically when the local thresholds are defined as in (4) for i = 1, ..., N , where β > 0, 0 < λ <λ, and γ > β. The parameterλ is such that eÂ t ≤βe −λt , forβ > 0 whereÂ =Ā 2:N + cJ 2:N ⊗ BF .
Furthermore, the agents do not exhibit Zeno behavior and the inter-event times t ki+1 − t ki for every agent i = 1, ..., N are bounded by the positive time τ , that is τ ≤ t ki+1 − t ki where
and
See extended version of this paper [32] . The agents are interconnected using a directed communication graph with adjacency matrix given by a 13 = a 21 = a 32 = a 36 = a 43 = a 52 = a 56 = a 62 = 1 and the remaining entries of A are equal to zero. For the system response parametersλ = 0.24, andβ = 2 we select the following parameters: λ = 0.03, β = 3, and γ = 12. Both, ǫ in (37) and τ in (38), depend on the current value of the triggering instant t ki because the term H 3 is a function of this time instants. Fig. 1 shows the values of these variables for different values of t ki ≥ 0. It can be seen that the H 3 → cBF H2 A +λ as t ki → ∞. Then, we have that ǫ and τ converge to constant values around 0.004 seconds and 0.001 seconds, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the response of the six agents, for communication delay d = 0.004 seconds, where each element of the states of the agents converge to the same trajectory. Fig. 3 shows the transmission periods for every agent where it can be seen that no agent transmits information faster than the lower-bound τ = 0.001 seconds.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Consensus of multi-agent systems with general linear dynamics was discussed in this paper. In this work, agents were not able to communicate continuously and the implementation of decentralized broadcasting strategies was addressed. An event-triggered control technique was presented and it was shown that agents achieve consensus asymptotically. This result applies to the general case where agents' interconnection is represented by a directed graph. Asymptotic consensus of multi-agent systems under directed graphs and subject to communication delays was also shown in this paper.
